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ABSTRACT
3o qs_R
After a discussion of some currently available
m_r_elatmospheres, errors in orbital prediction and
the optimum selection of smoothing interval are
examined. Studies of analytic methods for computing
orbits of satellites subject to drag forces are also
reported. __
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FINAL REPORT
EARTH S.ATELLITEORBIT COMPUTATIONS
Part II - Atmospheric Effects
INTRODUCTION
In this part of the report we will consider several specialized
topics relating to the effects of atmospheric density on the computation
of satellite orbits. Some of the model atmospheres currently available
will first be discussed. Then a theoretical model for t),eerrors in
orbital predictions described elsewhere will be compared with the errors
in actual predictions for reveral satellites and cpplied to estimate the
possible implvvemont which could be made in qrbital predictions by
%
introducing a sinusoidal var_atlon into the predictions. Next, the
optimum choice of smoothing interval for computing definitive orbits of
artificial satellites will be discussed. Finally, we will present the
results of efforts to develop a general perturbation method in which
drag effects are included. Two papers prepared in the course of this
study are included as appendices.
Principal contributors to %he study of atmospheric effects have
been W. Ganzel and K. Moe.
Editorial responsibillty for preparation of the body of the report
has been _ssumed by O. K. Smith.
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i i. THE MODEL ATMOSPHERES
During the first two years after the launching of Sputnik I,
many model atmospheres were proposed. These were all static models
because there was as yet little data available. As more d_ta became
available it was possible to detect sy,_tematicvariations and discover
some of the correlations which exist between atmospheric density sad
various solar and geophysical phenomena. As a consequence, most of the
model atmospheres proposed in the past two or three years have been
/ dynamic (or time-varying). The leading workers in the construction of
these models have been W. Priester, L. G. Jacchia, H. K. Paetzold, all
M. Nicolet. The dynamic model atmospheres available in 1961 were
_ compared with the orbital accelerations of EXPLORER Vl in the final
report on that orbit. None of the models available in 1961 agreed
well enough with the observed satellite accelerations to be considered
satisfactory. Paetzold's 1962 model [4] became available during the
construction of the EXPLORER VI orbit# so it was also compared with
the observed accelerations, and it was found to agree within the
standard deviation of the derived densities about 70 per cent of the
time. Jaccia's new model was _t used because it did not include as
many known correlations as Paetzold's. Priester and Harris' new model
was not yet available when the study was made.
i
Because of the good as_eement between the orbital acceleration
of EXPLORER VI and Paetzold's model, this seems to be.the most satis-
factory model. In it the a_mospheric density is a function of the
altitude, time of year, local solar time, decimeter solar flux, and
geomagnetic planetary amplitude. The first quantities can be derived
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from the tracking data, but the last two must h? obtained from solar and .
; geom_netfc observatories, respectively. Paetzold'-s model employs many
< tables, but polynomials may be fitted to the tabular data in order to
i reduce the computer storage requirement. Further research Is needed to
dete@mine how well the decimeter solar flux and gec_m_netic planetary-
f.
amplitude can be predicted, and how best "_,l_.ke such prc_lictions.
" During the study of Paetzold's 1962 _tmospheric model, several -.
errors and omissionswere discovered, In equation (6), the clo3ing .. .
S " -
parenthesis was omitted after 8i (h); and the sign before k(2OO,h).
: should have been negative, In the second line of equation (68)/ "
_ l a(h) g(a) should probably,be e.(F,h) g(a). : .
} Ap is expressed in units of .2T,no_ T. .
The table of ei(h) does not extend as far as is needed. Below
300kin,use eSTANL (h) for ei (h). Above 7OO km extrapolste llmearly,
A comparison of Paetzold's equation (i) with the general.
2
expression for rate of change of period reveals tha_ he has .assumed that
CD = 1.813. Since Paetzold only analyzed satellites which had _ee_ alo_
•_ for several years, in order to letermine the anuual effect and the effect
of the sunspot cycle, it would be desirable to test his model _nitl the
r
Orbital accelerations of x_rlous low satellit_s_ _such'_ Sputnik l_I e_d
its rocket_ A_ias-.Score,Transit III-B, Rsm_er I.an_-!Ij and the-.two
r
Mercury orbital flights .... •
• J :
" I
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2. ERRORS IN ORBITAL PREDICTIONS
The theory of errors in orbital predictioms for natural
satel__Itescsu be traced ultimately tc the work of Gauss. The basic
assumption in _his theory is that the er&ors ax. caused by randum
errors of observation. This is a veJd& ass_lon since natural
satellltes move in drag-free space. Artificial satellites, on the
other hand, are subjected to a large and fluctuating atmospheric drag.
A theory of errors in orbital predictlcns for artificial satellites
_t therefore consider the effect of fluet_ting drag, in addition
to the observational errors. _lLch a theory is given in [2] and [3],
and is applied to the arbltal predictions for the TIROS and Vanguard
satellites in Appendix.I.
theory has also been applied to the problem of
determi-_-g h_: much improvement could be made in orbital predictions
if the predicted atmcspheric density were allowed to vary with the
27 day periodwhich is known to exist In atmospheric _.ensity. EXPLORER IV
_S
was chosen for the example because data on it was available. The rate
of change of period of EXPLORER IV was -2.15 x 10-3 minutes/revolution;
the height of perigee was i_2 nautical miles; the height of apogee was
1,190 nautical miles; and the period was 109 minutes. The duration of
the prediction was N = 165 revslutlcns, measured f.om the center of the
: smoothing interval. The smoothing interval was estimated to be I00
revolutions. The three ccntributicas to the error in an orbital
J
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. prediction were calculated from [3] to be: an observational error
: O(N) = 2.4 x 10-2 minutes, a random error R(N) = 2.95 minutes, and a
sinusoidal error S(N) = 2.3 minutes. The total error found by c_nbgning
these three contributions, which were considered independen_t,was
Erms(N) = 3.7 minutes. (The actual r_s error of eight predictions issued
by the Vanguard Computing Center was 3.2 minutes. ) The theoretical error,
with the sinUsoi_l error removed, was 2.95 minutes. Thus the percentage
improvement which could be expected if a sine wave were included in the
prediction is 20 per cent. Many satellites now being launched have
heights of perigee above 400 nautical miles. The errors in predictice_
for such satellites (except in the case of bellocn satellites, which have
a high area to mass ratio) are caused _Inly by observational errors, so
no improvement could be made by adjusting their drag for the sinueoidal
variation.
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3. THE CHOICE OF S_oOTHING IRTERVAL
If the errors in orbital computations were caused only by
observational errors, one would expect that the orbital accuracy could
be improved without limit by employing a longer and longer smoothing
interval. However, the accuracy of artificial satellite orbits is often
made poorer rather than better by increasing the smoothing interval,
because of the fluctuating air drag. The choice of a smoothing interval
then involves a compromise between lutroducing unreal fluctuatiuas due
to observational errors, and concealing real fluctuations by doing too
much smoothing. A theory of the optimum smoothing interval is
presented in Append/x 2.
.°
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_. DR_G EFFECTS IN GENERAL PERTURBATION METHODS.
While the orb:_.talperturbations produced by drag are very important
for many artificial satellites, the perturbations caused by the oblateness
of the earth _ave been much more extensively analyzed_ partly because they
lend themselves to elegant mathematical treatment. Still, a number of
papers dealing with drag alone have appeared, and several of these were
examined as a first step toward developing an analytic method for drag
and oblateness combined.
The methods proposed by Roberson [5] and Sterne[6,7] were given
most attention. Exam1,_tion of Roberson's paper shows that the theory
presented there has several shortcomings. An exponential atmosphere is
assumed w_th the exponent varying linearly with the ree_ .ocal of the
distance f1,cmthe center of the earth. There is no evi" _t distinction
between orbits which dip into the atmosphere only near perigee and those
which are so nearly circular-that they remain within the atmosphere at
all times, though osculating elements behave quite differently in the two
cases, in addition, there are a number of errors in details of the analysis.
Sterne's method is free from these difficulties and also allows the rotation
of the atmosphere and the spheroidal shape of the earth to be taken into
account, if desired. For these reasons, and because of the favorable
experience in computing satellite lifetimes [8] using approximations based
on some of Sterne's formulas, we _elected Sterne's work as a basis for further
analysis and numerical tests.
Brouwer's l_per [i] became available after the study was well under
way and so was not examined in detail. This seems to be the only work which
undertakes to include perio_ic_ as well as secular effects; as a consequence_
1965020851-013
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the resulting formulas are exceptionally complicated. They deserve further
attention_ however. In particular, the secular terms should be extracted
and compared with those obtained by other methods. Another feature of
Brouwer's work is that h_ is "concerned with the problem of attendin@ to
oblateness perturbations and the drag effect in a single solution"
whereas other authors treat the two sel_rately and superpose solutions.
Of course_ superposition is mathematically Justifiable as long as each of
the perturbations is not carried beyond the first order terms of a_.expausion
in some small parameter.
1965020851-014
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5, NU}._RICALTESTS OF STERNE'S METHOD
In his analysis, Sterne introduces an osculating exponential
atmosphere with density given by
p = p_ exp [-K(h-h )]
where p_ = density at pericenter
h = height
h = height of pericenter
The reciprocal of the constant K is sometimes referred to as the ';scale
height". With c=_jaeand the usual notation for orbital elements_ expressions
.'.orthe secular rate of change of the elements are developed in two forms; one
to be used when c is greaterthan (roughly) two and another valid for small c.-
For c greater than two, formulas given in [6] allow computation of secular
rates of all elements, omitting effects of planetary flattening. These
formulas have been tested by com_rison with a Cowell numerical integratior
of an orbit approximating that of Atlas-Score. Dynamical effects in the atmos-
phere and gravitational effects of oblateness, sun, moon, etc. were not
included since the objective was to see whether Sterne's analysis adequately
approximated his mo_el.
Results appear in Tables I and 2. Elements, and from them coordinates,
were computed at intervals of 100.14 minutes_ approximately the period of the
satellite, by a simple recursion of the form
I)=eC )+Ctn+l- )e¢%)
l
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where _ is the secular rate given by formulas from [6]. In the last
sec
column of Table i will be found Dr, the square root of the sum of the squares
of the difference between the Sterne add Cowell coordinates. Two points
about the results seem worth mentioning. First, these errors correspond to
timing errors of a half second or so and are consequently a couple of orders
of magnitude below the random and sinusoidal err_rs discussed in Section 2.
They are probably comparable to the errors inherent in any method which omits
periodid effects. Secondly, there is no perceptible secular trend in Ar_
indicating that the method adequately accounts for the dominant effects.
For the final time, at the end of about uineteen revolutions,
Table 2 compares osculating elements calculated two ways. Values are also
given at the epoch, not only to define the orbit, but also to show that some
elements vary significantly from their initial values.
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TABLE1
i
n _ % (rain) .... M (degrees.) _r (feet) ..
z lOO.1_ - •334 15731.
2 zoo.z8 - .598 15935-
3 300,42 - ,791 16133.
:. 4 _,oo.56 - .914 16599.
_- 5 _oo.7o - .966 17oz8.
6 6oo.8_ - .9_ 1746_.
? 7o0.98 - .859 17913.
8 801.12 - .699 18333.
<
9 901.26 - .469 18706.
10 ZOOi.40 - .168 189o_,
11 1101.54 .204 19183.
ze 18o1.68 .6_7 192_.
13 z3oz.8z 1.16! 19144.
14 z4oz. 96 z. 7_6 18867.
15 zSoz.zo 2.402 1838_.
16 160_.84 3.130 17672.
17 1708.38 3.928 16704.
18 18o_..58 4.798. 15458.
19 1908.66 5.739 13912.
f
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TABI@ 8
t = o t = 19o2.66 _iff.
STERNE COWEI_
a (feet) Z345ZZ96. Z3393955. 23393335. 620.
e •08452 .0822_28 .082°.956 - .000528
i (degrees) _2.305" 38.303819 38.303816 .000003
o (degrees)206.240 206.24083 z06.24070 .00013
(degrees) 167,000 1._6.99925 166.99874 .00051
E (degrees) + .305 x 10-6 6.291_06 6.257795 .033611
M (degrees) .279 x 10-6 5.739309 5.743829 - .0045_-
P (mlns) ioo._278 99.86896 99.86_99 .00397
1965020851-018
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6. EXTENSION OF STERNE'S FON
In [6], Sterne developes an expression (i_) for the secular rate of
change of period due to dmag, assuming c < 2 and making allows.nee for plane_zry
flattening. This section extends his work by driving corresponding formulas for
the other elements: se_i-_aJor s_is a, eccentricity e, angle of inclination i,
longitude of ascending node _, and argument of perigee _.
Prom[6]_p. 780,we have
0 =-0_ e "c(l"e°sB) [1 + qzsin2 Z qZ sin4 E
....... z)4(1-e cos E) 2 + • cos + "'" ]
-e(l-cosz)G (z)+PT( e
where
: G(E) is an odd function of E
0 ie the density of the atmosphere at height b
Ox is the density at perigee
% --(l-e2)2(q_/2)"oos
q =Kao f sln8 i
a0-bO
f = ------&, ao and b° being the planets equmtorial and polar radii
o respectively
•,3.35232987x 10.3 for the e&rth
1965020851-019
Pqe 1_.
Since each of the expressions for the orbit_l elements contatns an
integral of the form
2_
t%i
./p F(E)_
0
and In each case F(E) is an even f_.ction of E_ we need not concern
ourselves with G(E), the odd part of the expansion of p. " =
By definition In(X ) is the Bessel f_mction of JJmglnary ar6_®ent
,,,(,,) •/':,,°o.,;_ cos (ny)dy
: 0
By us/n8 recurston rel£tions, any In(C ) can be reduced to a s_ of TO(c )
The secular charge in semi-major axis follon readily from Sterne's formzl_
(12d) and the relationship be_ .e.em.a and P. After a little mani.;_tl_tion,
there results
_sec-'_. _z/2 (i_)_. b 2/z e-Cp_ [Boio(C)+_&(o)]
where
t
%A
.is the dimensionless aerie drag coefficient. .-
m is the :_Ss of the .safe,lie -,
.si _e_ =-'_ ' _ _'_ $._ 12.@ (_+i)* e_(i+_
1965020851-020
_le_, %e2up to but not Includlng termo in e ,
where '
J --1--_ " ..
03
• __S l.e?-_/a -- ( jlzcosi
n --.
From (3a) of the reference we have for the secular, rate in ecc .entricity
(Z-e2) _ o z)aE
where - • " '
1/z a I- s).x °.Fe( m+eoos, "(m-_.l_ oos_) osm - _: ( o_ --
s) = Li.e oo,_N i.__s z_(m.e . .:
(z cos _ - • . e.o_ ff
• . _ . _ -.
Exl_ncltng Fe(E ) and keep.l_ terms U.p t,o "and :_e.l_.t_. e 3, we Ob_t- " "
• ?
• a]+ e2[2ict2.1<l-!)cos E+ iSe+l)coos " _ :.
.:_3,_.._,oo.:,.,i0o._8:
•3 -+ ee
•soy._e(s) ,,s _ e'v,,n_,no'c:tOnoe l; ,,o._',_ __m,_.'c:tp_re(s)-b_._e e.venj
i _!0_ " "" '" _ "
_ s)_e°o08_ + %._ +% o_eJ . :
o -- ._
: '-.-..
.7
.- " : "_.3 "':
- ,._. -.. _.-.-. _ : ._,:,
1965020851-021
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Joe = 2(1-d)2 cos X+e(1-d) [d + (5d+2) cos2X]
+ • (a _-I) cos (_z+1) cos
+ ¢ [-(.' _osz_ (2-_-7d2)ccm4x]
.- _ eee
+."E_!,,,-_,oo.,+_o,._o_ oo.a._,.._,.,,,oo.,,,.]
_@e
aze- 2(z..a)2(_osx - z _o_3x + _o,Sx)
+e .z..a)+ 5(a_-_+_)=o82 x - (Taz =os_x
-- + (_-z.+:zo)e_a]
• " - 44" eO@
o_r exlzresston for _see becomes
._ f'_esee O_e"e I
0
Expressiug FI(E ) :Interm of'cosines oZ lw.l.ttple an6_s, ve l_ve
1965020851-022
joe--z(1-a)zcos,_+_ (l-a) +2+ (_+2)cosz
o
+ z3a+8a-5)co8E + (_la+l)cos
e3F- Z It_, - N[..3_+17a+Io+B (_z+_,I-,-I)_os2_ +(_a2..a-2)cos
eee-
"le=_ z cos_)+ +6._co, z_-(a+6)cos;_E
+_ (a2+_+'r)co,s - (a2+i_+31,:o,3s-(a2-6a+_.).co,
_ oe$
;
Jze = U (_'a)z(ze(_ _ " 3 cos _" + co, _)
"- _,._)
+g_e(1..a)[z(1 . - (lo,,.3._)_oszE - 10(z-a) co,,_ .-.
+ (io-3a)co, 6I_]_
eB@
Noting tha% FI(E ) is an even funcgio_ we may write Ne integral as
= 1 _
_,_ . ,1,.o__'__f 1'l(E)o_.. ..-
- And usl_ the definition of the. Bessel func_o_ , we _y Integrate term
by terns to ob¢,ain
]•esec = " _bn O_ • "e + ql Die + % D2e + ""
-_........."..........' ...........:-_' .... 1965020851-023
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where
Doe = 2(1..d.) 2 Ii(e)+ _.(1-d.)[(7cl+2)Io(e)+ (5cl+2) I2(e)_
+r 23az -5) _(e) • (Saz+z)z3(_
- i-6 33a2+ZTa+]-o)IO(e)+ 8(_a2+2a+].)Iz(e) + (?a2-a-2)z_(e)
eee
+1--6 •(J+2d+7) _(e) - (J+lOd+3) I3(e) - (J-6<l+ll) Is(e
e (z-a)[2(ao+3a).ZoCo)- (zo+z3a)z2(e) _o(2-a)z_(e)+ _ : -
+ (zo-_) z6(e)]
Bow we wish %0 reduce Doe + ql Dle+ % D2e %o the form Bee Io(c) + B1e XlCC),
so we appl_,the recursi_ relatloms for In(c) sma we obta_a
1965020851-024
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.I
; wh_i'e
Be= 2e(l-d)(3d  d •(,5d2 Ì e3[Sd2" r + 2a+ 1 + (Taa-_-2Za
•"-'E' 0 ']](l.a)z.N(l-a)(a_)+e2 2.2a+ (a2.6a+nC C C
-6(i-a)% F4(l-a) L_.a+" .2 L _" e
": (3 1,
a(17a+3)
"o L ---.e - ,_ e
_E,(:-,,,o.+_,.+_ [_,__,o.,,,o(;_.,,]-]
Development of formulas for the elements i and fl proceeds in much +_he
same way, so details will be omitted, Assembling results, we have
di 1 1 -c EB ° - )]
(_T)sec = - _ a_ s sini p,,e
-°
1965020851-025
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where
Bol--(z-a)(1+,,_)-?- +_-. l_m(z-1_)- +_-)
t_
ql _W + 2e (I+W) + TJI- +I-W(5-d)(I++_" C " . C . .
* o o --_'JJ
-_W-+2e Egd- (W+I) + 2W'cl(i +-_" )-]Bli = e - c -J
e2El- 13(I- W(l+3(1)(5+ -I_')_
_Bwa
+e3_ w+I)(6cI+I)+ Ze-E(I+W+6cI+T_)+ e-_]
-- -_ (z+w)+ _(I+
C e --_ " C-
]. z ].+3a)(z+w+) _ (a-_)(3+
- _.e . e e c2_J
"7,--o _]"  zw(:3,,
C C
where- . -
W = cos Zu)
e. , .,, J,J1 .
2(_.2)_i, p. _(_)+B_ h_(o
'I965020851-026
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where
L. c t-- c
2_ + 3e2 _ . _0
+ q.%[6(_-l-)c + 2e(a+ -_)c 2-_ ,d 5)(I+ _)_
+ l-a)(m+-_)--- z
c c . rd
z(a-1) -za(a+ (i+3a)(5+._.)Blfl = C....... 2e + 2"C C
q.
)(3+2o_
+c_ L e - ez"+e i+0 (z.,-loa)+e(z-a
The rel_tionship between argument of perigee an_ longitude of the node
gives at once
-Z
_ec = " cosJ._sec
as in (6) of the reference, i
This eomple%ec the set of formulas for small ca including planetary :
flattening, For a spherical earth_ they may be simplified by setting
q = ql = _ = O. _r study of these results is needed_ along wlth
S
numerical tests like those reported in the preceding section. Some
investigation and experim_%atton will be required to establish the range of _ae .--
l_'_t_er c for _$eh _h _i_od-Is w,li_ and to _eert_in whether these _.l_es
" !
meet or overlap. _
"i
2
- ._
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PART If-
APPENDIX I
3
_ ERRORS IN ORBITAL PREDICTIONS FOR METEOROLOGICAL
-' AND GEODETIC SATELLITES
_ by
Kenneth 1,Loe
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Part II
APPENDIX i
ERRORS IN ORBITAL PF_EDICTIONSFOR METEOROLOGICAL AND GEODETIC SATELLITES
The atmosphere traversed by artificial _atellites fluctuates i,_density3 in
to solar activity. This fact was discovered by Priester [I1 , and has beer,_sponse
_-__=_ _,_--_amplified _--u_many work_r_ [L2, 3 lj. -"±'nofluctuations in atmospheric _enslty
of errors in orbital p?edictions [_3 _, 63 7], and they also introduce?e one c_use
into tke determination of definitive orbits [8_ , Knowledge of theseambiguity
_.nsityfluctuations has been used to construct a theoretical model [43 J] of errors
orbital predictions. In this appendix theerrors in orbital predictions f_r meteorologi_
_d geodetic sa_llites will be computed from tke model and ccmpaa_ with errors in
_tual predictions.
The theoretical model was derived from orbital accele1_tion of tke early satellites
ch as Sputnik III and Vanguard I. Data on the accel_rations of satellites have
mtinued to accumnlate; some of the best data have been derived by J&ccMi& and"Slowey [9
•orethe ,_bservationsof the balloon satellite3 EXPLORER IX. Their data are shown in
.gure la3 _n whick the upper curve skows tke rates of change of period caused by
mospher_c dr_g_ and tMe lower _urve shows the rates of cMmage of period caused by
lar radiation pressure. 'l_eautocorrelation function [I0] of the drag fluctuations is
k J
_wn in Figure lb. A periodicity of approximately 27 days# wMicM is correlated wlth the
_,ionof active regions across the solar dlsk3 is e-_Identin the _atocorrelation
iction. Tke"skor_-term autecorrelation _cnction" in Figure Ic was obtained by removing
- 27 day periodicity and trend from tke orbital acceleration3 and camputing the auto-
rrelation function of the drag fluctuations wMicM remained.* Figures Ib and Ic illustra_
The indicated correlation time of one or two days is an upper boumd3 because correla-
tions are introduced by the procedure for deriving tke orbital _ccelerations.
- _ ._ _ ~- _ _F _ _ J - _ _' _ _ _- _ -- "' _ - _ _i
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: t_e twe components of dra_ variation whicM were used in constructing tke tkeoretical
model for errors in orbital predictione; a 27-d_y sinusoidal variation and a short-
term ("random") fluctuation. A third source of error in predictions is tMe errors in
the tracking observat_ is.
In the model fo- the errors in orbital predictions the root-mean*square error,
S (N)3 caused by the sinusoidal variation in atmospheric density is given by
where
= cos (kN) - ik sin -- + -- - - cos _ sin -
- i3k 12
- sin (ka) - _ + ik cos -i +2 -8"--
and
A = 5.2 hp D 1 x 10-4
where h is the heigMt of perigee in kilometers, D is the smootMed rate of change of
P
...period (in minutes per revolution)_ i is the number of revolutions over which observation
were smoothed to derive the orbital elements and rate of change of period, k = 2_ P/27
(where P is tMe pericd in days), and N is tMe duration of the predictions measured in
: revolutions from the.center of the smoothing interval,
".Z
P
&
I
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Tke rms error, R _N), caused by random drag fluctuations is
L.
t
N_-i/2 >> 1r
-.re F = 3_1 h I D i x 10 .3 . Within the smoot]aln,lnterv&l (N < 2)' the e._pression
r the random error is more complicated, but can be calculated by the methods used in
_endices D and G of Reference _,o
The rms error_ 0 (N) caused by errors in the tracking observations, is
M +-"_2+ _---y-- + 32 _i 3M M + 2
_- .o (_i
 2__ 2 i2 M _  2_ a_ -
" M 2)2
_re M is tke number of independent @bservations in tke smootki_ interval of i revolution_
a° is tke equivalent observational error in minutes of time. The equivalent observa-
Pr_l error of a "semi-smo_tk" Minitrack observation is about 0°.)O8minutes of time.
re is approximately one semi-smootk Minitrack observation per revolution of the satellit
On the assumption tkat the three errors are mutually independent, the total rms error
an orbAtal prediction is
E (_) R (_) 2 [s (_) 2 o (N) 2 i12
The errors in orbital predictions for Van_ I near the tim_ _f sunsl_)tmaximum
-'bee,_noaputed from equations _A)_(2),(3),aad (4). They _re _rapleain Figure2 as
ruction of tie duration of tie predi:'tion,and compared witk tie rms error of twenty
ictlons issued by tie Vem_mm_ C_utlng Center in the Autumn of 1958. Tie smootMing
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•..tervalwas 89 revolutions. Notice that the errors did not change greBtly within tke
smoothing interval (N.< i/2 = 4_ revolutions)_ but :'_creasedrapidly outside.
Figure 3 skows a different kind of graph iv w_Lc_ the error at the end of _ one or
two-week prediction for Vanguard Ij issued by Vanguard and NASA computing centercj is
plotted as a function of the year in which the prediction was _ade. Because of oblate-
ness perturbations and the motion of the earth in its orbit, the position of l_.rigeeoZ
Vanguard I mo_es in and out of the surlier with a period of several years. The air
drag is much larger in the sunlit hemisphere than in the dark hemisphere [lj 2, 3 1 .
Since the fluctuations in atmospheric density are assumed in the model to be proportional
to the atmospheric density itself, the errors then should vary with a period of
several years. Superixposed on t_Ls periodic variation is • slower downward trend due
to the decrease in air density correlated with the waning ci_ the sunspot cycl'-. It can
be seen fr_ the _'aph that as perigee passed fr_ sunli_t to twilight and into darkness
the errors decreased_ and the errors increased again &s perigee passed back xnto t_e sun-
light. However_ the actual errors iu sunli_t in 1961 were appro_tely twice as large
as tb_ _oreticai J_el _ve. This suggests tkat t_e percentage fluctuations in atmos-
pheric density have actually increased sinc_ 19_8 instead of re_aining constant, as the
model assu_es, or even declining _dth solar activity as one might gue-,So It would be
desirable to see whether a io_ series of predictions for any ether satellite ex_Lbits
this unexpected behavior, but n_ other long seri_s is a_ilable to the author. When
perigee was in the sunlight the errors in _redlotions for Vanguard I were caused mainly
by drag fluctuations, but when perigee was in darkness the errors were caused mainly by
observational err©rs ef the Minitrack system. (The curve for observational error in
Figure 3 was hi_er in 1961 than in 19_8 because the duration of the predlctlons was
increased. )
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Fi_.'-re 4 shows the errors in the one-to two-week orbital predictions tangential
_ the path of the Tiros weather satellites, as a function of the number of revolutions
9m the center oi the s_oothing interval, The firos I, It, and III satellites
:ry s._n_ilarorbits. The theoretical cur_e for only one of them is shown because
_ theoretical curves differ less than the actual errors do. The Tiros satellites
"re so high that the errors in predicticns for them were caused almost entirely by
"m observational errors of the _Inltrack stations. The root-mean-square errors of groups
actual predictions for the tk_ee _iroc satellites are indicated by the circle,
iangles, and square in Figure _. An error of O.1 minute of time is equivalent to a
_itional error of &pp_-oximately40 _ilometers tangential to the path. The errors at
_ht angles to the path are an order of m_[tuae smaller.
Some of the meteorologists who :fork_ith the TIROS weather pictures would like to
; the predictions to locate points on the pictures with better accuracy. When points
the ground cmu be :ecognized in the photographs, the cl_.udscan be located by photo-
m_etric T_.ans"withbetter accuracy than the accuracy of the orbital prediction. But
-_nthe surface leatures are unrecognizable_ the clouds must be located by combining the
_icted orbital position with the orientation of the satellite axes. The standard
iaticn of the o_'bltalposition varies from 1/2 to 40 kilometers along the satellite's
i, an_ is an order of magnitude smaller at right angles to the path.
• When ground polnt_ are unrecognizable, there _re three sources of attitude information
rated sensors pl_ocedat 90° to the spin axis, infrared sensors placed at 45O to the
axis, and _ m_thematical model which uses the m_gnetic moment, gravity gra(_ient,
eddy currents. The mathem_tica& model can be used along with other attit'_dedata [llJ
1965020851-034
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An examination of the Tiros Ill attitude during July sad August 1961 cam_mlted by
Natrella indicated thmt the standard deviations of the right zscenslon and declination
4 of t_e spin axis were 2° and 3% respectively. At a slant range of 1,OO0 kilometers,
and error of 3° causes a positional error of 47 kilometers. Thus the orbital predietlon
_ and the _ttitude determination can both produce e,-rors ef appro___tmly _ kil_--_ct-.rs,
which it would be _aite difficult to reduce. The best h_ of lec&ting clouds with
better &ccursey, in tke opinion of the wrlterj lies in exploiting the method of
of GeneralDynamics - Astronautics.
L
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_! PART II
• APPENDIX Z
1
ON THE OPTIMUM CHOICE OF A SMOOTHING INTERVALFOR COMPUTING
DEFINITIVE ORBITS OF ARTIFICIAl, SATELLITES
•: by
KennethMoe
]
,1:
..-;-
J
_ *Presented at the COSPAR-IAO S_posium on %he Use of Artificial
-_:. Satellitesfor Goe_esy,W&shington_A_ril 26-28, 1962
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IT_RODUCTION
_len orbits are computed for artificial earth satellites_ it is found
that there are erratic fluctuations in the orbital eiements, in addition
to the sl_ secular and periodic changes. These erratic fluctuations
are caused partly by observational errors, and partly by fluctuations in
air drag. In constructing definitive orbits 1or artificial satellltes_
one tries to make the best compromise between introducing unreal fluctu-
atlo_s due to cbservational errors, and concealing reml fluctuations
by doing too much smoothing. In urder to devise a criterion for the
optimum smoothing interval, one must first know somethir_ about the
statistical properties of the fluctuetions in a_r drag; therefore_ we
shall first investigate the autocoITelatlons of th_ fluctuations.
Then we shall present a solution to the problem of choosing an optimum
smoothing interval.
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF AIR DRAG
Some of the best data on satellite drag have been derived by Jacchia
and Slo_ey. Figure la shows their values of the orbital accelerati(m of
EXPLO_ I (1), for the first of the four time intervals for which they
computed acceleratLons. The autocorrelatlon function has been derived
from these accelerations and is shown in figu1_ lb. The autocorrelatlon
f_mction, R(T), of a time _nction, y(t) is defined by
1965020851-042
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q
T
__ R(._. _-(t)y(t+ _) = ,:,_o_1i__ f_ty(t_y(t+_).
-T
The autocorrelation function (2,3) shows how well the values of a time _nction
! are correlated at any two times which are separated by the interval T. Fi&_re
ib reveals the 27-day period which is correlated with the motion of active
J_ regions across the solar disk, and a 4-day period which is believed by
Jacchia and Slo_'eyto be caused by precession of the angular momentum vector
of the tumbling satellite. Figure Ic shows the "short-tc.'mautoeorrelat'on
function", which is obtained by removing 97-day s_d 4-day sine waves from the
orbital acceleration°
i
Figure 2a shows the orbital acceleration of EXPLORER IN, also derived by
Jacchia and Slowey (4)o Since this satellite is a large balloon, it is
strongly affected by radiation pressure. However, this effect has been
, removed, leaving the acceleration due to atmospheric drag in the upper curve
_ of figure 2as It is only atmospheric drag which is used to obtain the
,_- autocorrelation functions shown in figures 2b and 2c.* The 27-day period
*A careful examination of the orbital accelerations of EXPLORER IX reveals
_:, tlmt the short-term autocorrelation functions are quite different during
geomagnetically disturbed periods than during quiet periods. The short-term
autocorrelation function in figure 2c can be regarded as a weighted mean of
@_ the two correlation functions.
_,.
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appears in figure 2b, but there is no o_h_r periodicity, because EXPLOEER I
is spherical in shape.
The short-term autocorre±ation Ikulctionsin figures ic and 2c indicate
that short-term fluctuations in atmospheric density are correlated
over one or two days. These correlation times are upper bounds
oecause of the correlations which were introduced by the smoothing
process employed in deriving the orbital accelerations. An attempt
to arrive at a lower bound is currently beir_gmade. It is based
on a comparison of the orbital accelerations of EXPLORER VI; which
h_._ionly two perigee passages a day, with those of other satellites
which were being tracked as the same time. Until a definite vala_
for the lower bo_md has been determined_ the correlation time of
one or two days will be used.
ERRORS IN ORB_r_JLPREDICTIONS
In order to obtain a criterion for the opt._mnmmsmoothing i_terval,
we must determine how _he drag fluctuations (_or -._.___-_bwe now-.havea
model) produce errors in orbital computations. We can accomplish this
by employing a theoretical model (5) for errors in orbital predictions.
The reason for considering errors in orbital predictions, rather than
/
$
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_J
errors in a definitive _:_'biot7 Js tho.t i.na £1tlctue,tlng atmosphere the
actual orbit ]c ,_._ffl_,_.itto de£ine _;nere;;.sthe errors in an o_bltal
p-_i:__tion c-,m e_stly be determined.
iL, 16; '' " ""'_" " " ' [,0 " " ' Z-_ bZlt_U.['eJ b.I.L.:_li IllU(./,i-2J.a=.A_lUtU.U in orbital
predictions when the fluctustions ,_re correlo.ted; therefore, it would be
desirable to be able to asmmlc that the short-te_l lquctuatlons were
uncorrelated from one perigee passag_e to the next, _ud make an appropri-
4 ate adjustment to the omplitude of the experimentally determined fluctu-
ations. %_e results of a c,n/calation (6) comparing uncorrelated and
correlated models are sho_T_ in figure 3 by cur#es a and b respectively
for an orbit in _;hlch the elements are perfectly known at the epoch.
i
The correlated model assumes that the short-term fluctuations arc
perfectly corz_lated over intervals of 25 revolutions (a commonly used
smoothing interv&l) and uncorrelated from interval to interval. The
ordlr,ate in fi_are 3 is R(N)/F where R(N) is the r.m.s, error in an
orbital prediction caused by short-term fluctuations in drag, and F
. is the r.m.s, fluctuation in drag from ore orbital revol_tion to the
next on the assumption that the fluctuations are independent, from
revolution to revolution. The abscissa N Is the number of orbital
revolutions measured from the epoch. The errors computed from the
.%
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correlated and uncorrel_ted models differ by a factor of 5 in the
first revolution after the epoch but differ by less than 50% after 25
revolutions. A third mode]. (curve 3c) for the errors in predictions
with perfect initial elaments has been derived from the data on
_._O_R i given by jacchla and S!owey (1), Tais model includes the
_-day sine waves and the short-term autocorrelation funetious, exsmples
of which are shown in figures lb dud lc. There were actually four
time intervals for which accelerations of EXPLOEEE I were computed by
Ja_chla and Slowey. The cross-hatched region in ctu_,e3c shows the range
of errors for these four time intervals. The small initial errors in
curves 3a, b and c cannot be attained in practice because the initial
elements are not perfe.:tly]mown, out must be obtained by smoothing.
The errors which sho_.d be expected in practice are illustrated by
" _arve _d which gives the results of a more involved calculation (7)
assum_ug uncorrelated fluctuations, sad elements derived by smoothing
over 2_ revolutions. A comparison of the curves reveals thpt it makes
little .'iifference.vhetherthe short-term fluctua_lors are assumed to
be correlated or not if the smoothing interval is at least as large
as the correlation t_me.
,_ Si_c_..It ma_es little difference whether the short-term fluctuatlons
are assume_ correlated or uncorrelated, the simpler uncorrelated case
!
_L,I_
)
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i
is used in the model (5) for errors in orbital predictions. This model
assumes that the errors in orbital predictions are caused by observational
errors, O(N), by a 27-d_y sinusoidal variation in atmospheric density,
S(N), and by the short-term fluctuations, R(N), which are assumed to
be independent frcm revolution to revolution. The independent variable,
N, denotes the number of revolutions after the center of the inter_¢al
• over which observations are smoothed to obtain the elements. The
total r.m.s, error is E(N) = O(N ~ + S + R(N .
_; The r.m.s, values of the observational, sinusoidal, and random errors
are given by the following equations (5):
,4_ +_ _ ”X ( .4N_!
M+2 9 _ t_ M+2
L
.I
_.-
i
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where
l_ = SIN (kN) - kN + ,|+------= CO$ - 1 + --8
and
fox"
,',:.> _12
where
i = the smoothing interval,in revolutions,
M = the number of indepe,_ent observations in .the smoothing
interval,
A --- 5.2 hp IDtx !0 -A,
hp = perigee height in kilometers,
- . a- _.
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i
D -'-r,_A.eof"ehar..'.'er_"_.8r]od_n mJl,1;_-ec_er revolnt_on
sro =- equivalent,error of a single independent observation in
_Lim_tss of time.
and
--_2 k _ (2,_P/27)where P _.s4-he_eriod in da:._.
THE OPT]]..__.", q'OOTllll'Jc,INTERVAL
-2
The errors in one to two week orbital predictions (8) for a-large
-!: number of satellites as given by the theoreblcal model, and as
ca!cttlaled fram the actu&l predictions are compared in figure _..*
i The success of the model in describing %.heerrors in orbital
predictlons encourages us to employ the model also to describe
the errors at %he end of the smoot.h_.nginterval, which we wish to
_ use in our criterion for the opt.-'mt_smoothing interval. The
_,: optimum smoo_hing interval,io_is taken to be the number of
revolutions for which the error ai', the end of tbe. smoothing Interval
._ caused,by observational errors _!one is equal to an arbitrary
.i. eonBtant B. times the combined errors causal by _he random and.
J
!
._: *The slop_n_ line In figure _ represents the errors-when dra_
•;. variations are the main cause of errors in predletlonso The
;;- hor._.-,onl,a! line applies where %he obr..erva%ionalerrors of the
_,_ Minitrack sys.,temare _,hedominant,ca_,,seof errors,
•2
,_- _-_ _-F_ -__,- _ _r .- "_ _ _ --__, - _ •"--' _ "_"__ i
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Binusold&1 variations, i.e.
0(N) = B [R2(N)+ sS(I;)] ]/2;,
where
. = _/2
On.substlttrbing for O(N), B(N), and R(N) from equations (I), (2)
an4 (3)_ and letting C _ (i_) be a constant for th, traeklng syutem,
this criterion yields the ,nxpression
[ I )220F2
for
20 < io < 800.
The lower bound on io is necessitated by approximations used in
deriving equation (3), while the upper bound is caused by truncation
1965020851-050
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J_i errors in the expansion of tim trigononetric i_ct[onSo Within the,_e
bounds equation (_) can be solved by iteration.
i
An example of ho'_the obsex"¢ational,random, and sinusoidal errors
L.
varied with _he smoothing interval in the case of VANGUARD I _ith its
_ perigee in darkness is sho_m in fi_.re 5. _ne optimum smoofihing
interval was c_'l.cu.l.ated by equation (4) go be 130 revolutions for
_i this case, when B wa_ chosen to be equal to one, and there was one
independent Minitrack observation per revolution (C = i). Two
ex_ples of what h_ppen_ If a smoothing interval shorter or longer
than the optimum is used are shown in fl_gures6 and 7 respectively.
Figure 6 shows the acceleration of VANGUARD I smoothed over Intervols
_ of b2_re_,lutlons when _erlgee was in darkness (9), The fact that the
•,- acceleration w_s highly err_tle and frequently went to zero indicates
that too shozq_ a smoothing interval was employed. According to
_ equation (_) the optJmum L_moothinginterval in this e_s? was 130
': revolutions. Figure 7 shows the atmospheric density derived from
_ +,herocket of SPUTNIK III. The density derlved by Kolegov was
:i
smoothed in overlapping integrals of approximately one week (lO).
The optimum amooLhing interval in this case is estimated to have been
%
20 revolutlons. Many real fluctuations in _tmospherlc density were
caused to dls_ppear by the use of _a excessively long smoothing
-%
I
-t
r
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interval. On the other hand, King-Hele presumably had __small fraction
of the number of observations of the S]_JTNIK III rocket available
to Kolegov, so the t_u to three day smoothing in%.ervsdKln_-;lel,.
employed probably was too short (ll). It is hoped that in the
_ture the c_r_m_s illustrated h_ figures 6 and 7 can be avuide_
by employing a smoothing inte_-al appropriate to each psa-_ioL1ar
c_use.
wmmmm-mmm
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